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ABSTRACT
Energy harvesting systems have emerged as an alternative to battery-
operated embedded devices. Due to the intermittent nature of energy
harvesting, researchers equip the systems with nonvolatile memory
(NVM) and crash consistency mechanisms. However, prior works
require non-trivial hardware modifications, e.g., a voltage monitor,
nonvolatile flip-flops/scratchpad, dependence tracking modules, etc.,
thereby causing significant area/power/manufacturing costs.
For low-cost yet performant intermittent computation, this paper
presents CoSpec, a new architecture/compiler co-design scheme that
works for commodity in-order processors used in energy-harvesting
systems. To achieve crash consistency without requiring unconven-
tional architectural support, CoSpec leverages speculation assuming
that power failure is not going to occur and thus holds all committed
stores in a store buffer (SB)—as if they were speculative—in case
of mispeculation. CoSpec compiler first partitions a given program
into a series of recoverable code regions with the SB size in mind, so
that no region overflows the SB. When the program control reaches
the end of each region, the speculation turns out to be successful,
thus releasing all the buffered stores of the region to NVM. If power
failure occurs during the execution of a region, all its speculative
stores disappear in the volatile SB, i.e., they never affect program
states in NVM. Consequently, the interrupted region can be restarted
with consistent program states in the wake of power failure.
To hide the latency of the SB release—i.e., essentially NVM
writes—at each region boundary, CoSpec overlaps the NVM writes
of the current region with the speculative execution of the next
region. Such instruction level parallelism gives an illusion of out-
of-order execution on top of the in-order processor, achieving a
speedup of more than 1.2X when there is no power outage. Our
experiments on a set of real energy harvesting traces with frequent
outages demonstrate that CoSpec outperforms the state-of-the-art
scheme by 1.8∼3X on average.
1 INTRODUCTION
Energy harvesting systems continue to grow at a rapid pace. The
range of their applications is becoming wider including IoT devices,
vehicle tire pressure sensors, health monitoring applications, un-
manned vehicles, and so on [22, 37, 58, 59, 65, 71, 79]. The biggest
challenge of energy harvesting systems is the instability of energy
sources (e.g., Wi-Fi, solar, thermal energy, etc.) which causes unpre-
dictable and frequent power outages [5, 9, 11, 27, 28, 31, 35, 37, 48,
60, 71].
Energy harvesting systems use a small capacitor as an energy
buffer and intermittently compute only when enough energy is se-
cured in the capacitor; when it is depleted, the systems die. This is
so-called intermittent computation [46]. With the intermittent nature
in mind, researchers adopt low-power microarchitecture with byte-
addressable nonvolatile memory (NVM) and offer a crash consis-
tency mechanism to checkpoint (backup) necessary data and restore
them across power outages [4, 7, 14, 23, 47, 52–54, 56, 66, 75].
For the crash consistency, prior works including nonvolatile pro-
cessors (NVP) approaches rely on voltage monitor based check-
point schemes [8, 29, 45, 48, 49, 61, 73]. They checkpoint volatile
registers—when the voltage monitoring system detects the voltage
drop below a defined threshold—by using the buffered energy in the
capacitor. In addition to the voltage monitor, the schemes require
non-trivial hardware modifications such as nonvolatile flip-flops, that
must be laid out next to volatile flip-flops for fast backup/restoration,
special hardware checkpoint/controller logic, and additional capaci-
tors for the voltage monitor.
Even worse, the voltage monitor may cause stability issues such
as excessive leakage or crack of the capacitors leading not only to
reduced capacitance [63, 69] but also to voltage detection delay with
unexpected cold-start glitch [67]. To mitigate the issues, existing
works aggressively increase the voltage threshold of the system
wake-up/backup 1. Consequently, they waste hard-won energy with
making no forward progress until such a high voltage is secured to
wake up the system for sure.
With that in mind, Hicks [23] proposes a voltage monitor free
crash consistency scheme called Clank by implementing idempotent
processing [75] in hardware. To identify idempotence violation due
to antidependence—i.e., WAR (writer-after-read) dependence, Clank
uses special dependence tracking hardware modules including sev-
eral memory buffers that keep track of every load/store instruction.
Once such an antidependent load-store pair is detected, Clank holds
the store in the write-back buffer. If any of the buffers becomes
full, Clank checkpoints all registers, flushes the write-back buffer to
nonvolatile scratchpad, and copies the flushed data to NVM.
Unfortunately, there are two major problems with Clank. First,
although nonvolatile scratchpad is used for performance reason, it
is not clear how to realize nonvolatile yet fast SRAM with current
and future technologies. One alternative is to exploit NVSRAM [77]
(i.e., 3D stacking of SRAM over nonvolatile memory) which copies
SRAM data to the underlying slow nonvolatile part right before
power failure. However, this also requires the voltage monitor and
the checkpointing/controller logic, rendering Clank vulnerable to the
same voltage monitor issues. Second, Clank can cause a significant
slowdown due to frequent overflows in the memory buffers; although
using much larger buffers could mitigate the problem, it would
increase the dependence tracking cost in terms of the resulting power
and delay. According to the Clank paper [23], the performance
overhead can be more than 20% even with the unrealistic assumption
of the nonvolatile scratchpad.
1Without the voltage monitor, the wake-up voltage can be set between 1∼1.8V [25, 45,
73], which is about 1.5∼3X lower than that of the state-of-the-art work [67, 74].
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In summary, prior works suffer from the high hardware cost,
low energy efficiency, and run-time overhead. Thus, there is a com-
pelling need for a practical crash consistency solution that works for
commodity in-order processors without a significant slowdown.
To achieve low-cost yet performant intermittent computation,
this paper presents CoSpec, a novel architecture/compiler co-design
scheme that works for commodity in-order processors used in energy
harvesting systems. To achieve crash consistency without requiring
unconventional architectural support, CoSpec leverages speculation
assuming that power failure is not going to occur and thus holds all
committed stores in a store buffer (SB)—as if they were speculative—
in case of mispeculation. CoSpec compiler first partitions a given
program into a series of recoverable regions with the SB size in mind,
so that no region overflows the SB during the region execution. When
the program control reaches the end of each region, the speculation
turns out to be successful; therefore, CoSpec releases all the stores
of the region, which have been buffered in the SB, to NVM.
In case power failure occurs during the SB release, which may
lead to incorrect recovery, CoSpec proposes a two-phase release,
i.e., first draining the SB entries to a proxy buffer allocated in NVM
and then copying them to the primary main memory area in NVM.
That way, either the buffer or the primary main memory can always
be intact no matter when power is lost. If power failure occurs during
the execution of a region, all its stores buffered in the SB disappear
because it is volatile. The implication is that such mis-speculated
stores—committed before power failure—cannot affect any program
state in NVM at all. Consequently, the interrupted region can be
restarted with consistent program states in the wake of power failure.
While CoSpec effectively provides crash consistency, the region-
based speculation window causes pipeline stalls at the end of each
region due to the two-phase SB release. Since it consists of NVM
writes that are the most time-consuming instruction, the stalls are
rather long leading to a significant performance overhead. To hide
the long NVM write latency of the two-phase SB release, CoSpec
overlaps the SB release of the current region with the speculative
execution of the next region. Such instruction level parallelism (ILP)
gives an illusion of out-of-order execution on top of the in-order
processor, achieving a speedup of more than 1.2X.
Finally, CoSpec can take advantage of direct memory access
(DMA), another existing hardware component in commodity en-
ergy harvesting systems; a DMA module has already been adopted
in MSP430 series microcontrollers, and it accelerates memory-to-
memory copy in the FRAM-based nonvolatile memory [1, 2]. With
the help of the DMA, CoSpec can not only accelerate the 2nd phase
of the SB release, i.e., memory copy from the proxy buffer entries to
primary main memory locations, but also improve the ILP efficiency,
delivering significantly higher performance than all prior works!
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• Unlike prior works, CoSpec does not require any expen-
sive hardware modifications. CoSpec’s intelligent compiler-
architecture interaction provides commodity microarchitec-
ture with crash consistency, achieving truly recoverable inter-
mittent computation at a low cost.
• CoSpec achieves high performance intermittent computation.
The proposed ILP techniques allows CoSpec to effectively
hide the long latency of NVM writes in a program. It turns
out that the ILP is the main reason for CoSpec’s high per-
formance; CoSpec achieves speedups of 1.19X and 1.23X
for non-DMA (i.e., ILP alone) and DMA cases, respectively.
Overall, CoSpec outperforms the state-of-the-art nonvolatile
processor by 11% on average and up to 26% when there is no
power outage.
• In the context of voltage-monitor-free energy harvesting sys-
tems, CoSpec can decrease the wake-up voltage by 1.5∼3X
compared to the state-of-the-art work [35, 67, 74], which
leads to a much higher energy efficiency. The experimenta-
tion with frequent power outages demonstrates that CoSpec
consumes 2∼3X less energy than the state-of-the-art work.
2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Architecture for Energy Harvesting
Given the power-hungry nature of energy harvesting systems, prior
works have opted for extremely low-power in-order processor archi-
tecture. Despite the low performance of the in-order processor, it
is more suitable than power-consuming and complex out-of-order
processor architecture 2. Since power outages become the norm of
program execution in energy harvesting systems, their processors
should have byte-addressable nonvolatile memory (NVM) for effi-
cient backup/recovery across the power outages. For example, TI’s
MSP430FR series of microcontrollers (MCU), which are popularly
used in energy harvesting systems, have already integrated FRAM
as main memory for their in-order processor core.
It is important to note that CoSpec targets the commodity MCU
made up of FRAM-based nonvolatile main memory and conventional
microarchitecture without cache as prior works [12, 23, 48, 73, 75,
76]. In the absence of cache, only data in a processor core, i.e.,
registers, are transient and will be lost when power is cut off. Thus,
registers need to be checkpointed—i.e., saved in nonvolatile memory
(NVM)—for their safe restoration in the wake of power failure.
2.2 Crash Consistency
For crash consistency, energy harvesting systems often makes a
checkpoint to save the volatile registers into the NVM during pro-
gram execution and rollback to the checkpointed states in the wake
of power failure. However, NVM alone cannot ensure correct recov-
ery due to memory inconsistency in which data in NVM is corrupted
across a power outage. Suppose a simple NVM data increment after
checkpoint, i.e., ‘checkpoint; i++’ where i is allocated in NVM and
its initial value is 0. If the code is executed with no power failure, the
expected value of i must be 1. However, if power is cut off after the
increment, the system rollbacks to the point where the checkpoint
were made and ends up re-executing the increment again. Since the i
has already been updated before the power failure, the system leads
to an unexpected output, i.e., i = 2. Thus, the memory inconsistency
leads to incorrect recovery.
2.2.1 Software Based Approaches. Prior work called Ratchet [75]
identifies and eliminates the memory inconsistency by using idempo-
tent processing [16, 17, 32, 38, 40–42]. As the cause of the memory
2Some prior works propose to use out-of-order processors or even hybrid cores equipped
with both in-order and out-of-order pipelines. However, they assume strong energy
harvesting source that can deliver stable power for the out-of-order execution [50, 51].
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inconsistency, Ratchet recognizes the non-idempotent memory ac-
cess pairs comprised of a load and a subsequent store to the same
memory location, i.e., antidependence also known as Write-After-
Read (WAR) dependence. In the example of the NVM data incre-
ment ‘i++’, the load and the subsequent store to i is such a non-
idempotent memory access pair. To get around the antidependence,
the Ratchet [75] compiler automatically partitions an input program
to a series of idempotent regions so that each region has no antide-
pendence. That way, any interrupted idempotent region can be safely
re-executed without memory inconsistency when power comes back.
Other prior works ask users to partition a program into tasks and
leave a log of data in each task—before they become inconsistent
due to antidependence—along with checkpointing volatile registers
that are inputs to some later tasks [14, 47, 52]. Unfortunately, all the
software based crash consistency schemes often cause a significant
slowdown (50∼400% run-time overhead), which leads to the advent
of hardware based approaches.
2.2.2 Hardware Based Approaches. To reduce the overhead and
eliminate additional burdens to end-users, prior hardware approaches
propose architectural support that relies on either (1) voltage monitor-
ing system [8, 29, 45, 48, 49, 61, 73] or (2) hardware-implemented
idempotent processing [23].
Voltage Monitoring Approaches. For hardware approaches to
crash consistent energy harvesting including nonvolatile proces-
sors [45, 48, 49, 73], a common requirement among many prior
works [8, 29, 45, 48, 49, 61, 73] is that they use a voltage monitor
to ensure the sufficient energy—left in the capacitor—enough for
taking a full checkpoint of volatile registers; the voltage monitor
alerts the processor to take a checkpoint when the monitor estimates
that the capacitor contains the energy large enough to complete the
register file checkpointing. Similarly, the voltage monitor wakes up
the processor when the sufficient energy is secured for successfully
restoring the checkpointed values of the volatile registers. In this
way, the voltage monitor systems can always make a checkpoint at
the point right before power failure and resume from exactly the
same point when power comes back. Since the systems never re-
execute the code finished before power failure, they are free from
the memory inconsistency.
However, this comes with an expensive hardware cost. In fact,
the voltage monitor based approaches require non-trivial hardware
modifications such as nonvolatile flip-flops, that must be laid out
right next to volatile flip-flops for the value of registers to move
fast in between on their backup/restoration, special hardware check-
point/controller logic, and the additional capacitors necessary for
estimating the voltage level.
Even worse, the voltage monitor approaches have a precision
issue. In other words, it is very difficult to reliably estimate whether
there is only sufficient energy left in the capacitor to take a check-
point without power failure. That is mainly because the estimation
requires predicting the future rate of charge-discharge. In fact, the
capacitor can suffer from unstable discharge due to in-field aging
problems such as cracks [63, 69]. Increased discharge rate can make
the voltage monitor underestimate the future rate of charge dissi-
pation. Unfortunately, this causes partial (unfinished) checkpoint-
ing, leading to incorrect recovery. Even though the voltage monitor
may address the unpredictable discharge rate problem by pessimisti-
cally overestimating the discharge rate, this inevitably increases the
checkpointing frequency, thereby hurting the performance, energy
efficiency, and wear-out rate of the NVM.
To address the capacitor issues and inaccurate timing error of
the voltage monitor, more recent works have developed precise and
reliable voltage detection technologies [67]. However, to ensure
safe checkpoint/recovery, they increase the wake-up/backup voltage
thresholds of energy harvesting systems by almost 2∼3X compared
to the previous generation of voltage monitors [45, 73]; the old volt-
age monitor approaches can start at about 1∼1.8V [26, 45, 73], but
the recent works set the threshold up high as 2.7∼3V [35, 67, 74].
Consequently, they waste hard-won energy without making progress
until the sufficient voltage is provided to wake up the system. Fi-
nally, they also found out that the backup/recovery controller could
make a wrong decision on a reboot time—which causes a potential
checkpoint (data) corruption problem—due to the cold-start voltage
spark or an unexpected glitch [67].
Voltage Monitor Free Approaches. To address the above issues,
Clank [23] proposes a voltage-monitor-free processor design by im-
plementing the idempotent processing in hardware. In detail, Clank
monitors all memory accesses (load/store) at run time with several
memory buffers such as write-back, read-first, write-first, and ad-
dress prefix buffers. By sweeping read-first and write-first buffers,
Clank keeps track of antidependent load-store pairs that make it im-
possible to perform idempotent processing and thus lead to memory
inconsistency in the wake of power failure.
In particular, once an antidependent store is detected, Clank holds
it in the write-back buffer; non-antidependent stores are directly
merged into NVM. If any of the buffers is about to overflow and
unable to accommodate any further memory instruction (address),
Clank alerts the processor to checkpoint all its registers, flushes
the write-back buffer to nonvolatile scratchpad emptying out other
buffers as well, and copies the flushed data eventually to nonvolatile
main memory. Note that since it holds the antidependent store in the
write-back buffer, Clank requires every load to check the write-back
buffer first in case of the store-to-load forwarding.
Unfortunately, Clank suffers from two significant problems that
prohibit its adoption. First, although Clank takes advantage of non-
volatile scratchpad—much faster than NVM—for performance rea-
son, there is no current technology to realize nonvolatile yet fast
SRAM in reality. Clank may leverage NVSRAM, a 3D stacking
based hybrid design of SRAM and NVM [77], which copies SRAM
data to the slow nonvolatile part right before power failure. How-
ever, NVSRAM also requires the voltage monitor and the necessary
checkpointing/controller logics, rendering Clank vulnerable to the
same voltage monitor issues. Second, Clank may involve frequent
checkpoints due to overflows in its memory buffers, thus degrading
the performance significantly.
While Clank proposes to increase the size of the buffers for less
overflows, it presents another—potentially more serious—problem
in terms of the resulting hardware and energy costs. To a large
extent, enlarging the buffers puts significant pressure on the design of
CAM (content addressable memory) structure for Clank’s associative
searches of the buffers; in fact, the size of load/store queues has
scarcely increased at all in the last decade for the same reason. Apart
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from the additional power consumption on the larger buffers, their
wire delays might lead to significant energy consumption, possibly
making Clank inappropriate for energy-harvesting systems.
With the reasonable size of the buffers, the performance overhead
of Clank can be more than 20% even with the unrealistic assumption
of the nonvolatile scratchpad [23]. With the deficiencies of all above
prior works in mind, we seek to develop a practical crash consistency
solution that works for commodity processors without a significant
run-time overhead.
3 COSPEC APPROACH
CoSpec is a low-cost architecture/compiler co-design scheme that
enables reliable crash consistency without significant energy and
performance overheads. This section first presents the basic design
of CoSpec: (1) hardware design, (2) compiler support, and (3) archi-
tecture/compiler co-design. The optimization techniques of CoSpec
are deferred to Section 4.
3.1 CoSpec Hardware Design
The design philosophy of CoSpec is to leave the commodity micro-
controller (MCU) architecture [2, 3, 55]—used in energy harvesting
systems—almost as is and enable high performance intermittent
computation without expensive hardware modifications.
3.1.1 Store Buffer for Power Failure Speculation. Store buffer has
been adopted for other commodity in-order MCUs [55], e.g., ARMv8-
A core implementations [3], mainly to handle mispeculation such
as branch misprediction 3. To achieve lightweight crash consistency,
CoSpec proposes to exploit such a store buffer (SB) for a different
type of speculation.
The difference is that CoSpec uses a region-level speculation
window, guessing whether each region is likely to finish without in-
terruption due to power failure. In other words, CoSpec leverages the
store buffer (SB) to hold committed stores of each recoverable code
region during its execution—since they are treated as speculative—
until the program control reaches the end of the region (i.e., the
region boundary) where the speculation turns out to be successful
and thus all the buffered stores are released.
Note that this speculation approach never allows the stores of any
regions being interrupted by power failure to be written to primary
main memory (NVM). If power failure occurs, all buffered stores
in the SB disappear because it is volatile. It is therefore impossible
for the mis-speculated stores to affect NVM. Consequently, the
interrupted region can be restarted with consistent program states in
the wake of power failure. The takeaway is that speculative stores
cannot be released to NVM until they become non-speculative, i.e.,
their region finishes without power failure. As a result, CoSpec can
completely eliminate memory inconsistency without adding multiple
non-trivial microarchitectural components required by nonvolatile
processors and Clank.
It is important to note that CoSpec splits the store buffer into
two parts to enable instruction level parallelism as will be shown in
Section 4.1.1. During the program execution, any two consecutive
recoverable code regions exclusively occupy one of the two parts in
the SB. That is, each statically partitioned code region commits its
3Currently, the processors used in energy-harvesting systems have no branch predictor
as in MSP430 MCUs, NVPs (nonvolatile processors), Clank, and CoSpec.
stores to a different part of the SB at run time. When the program
control reaches each region boundary, CoSpec drains to NVM only
the stores in the part of the SB which is used by the region being
finished.
As the major challenge in achieving correct crash consistency,
CoSpec should maintain failure atomicity of the SB draining; other-
wise, any partial draining may result in the memory inconsistency
problem [23, 67, 75]. To overcome the challenge, CoSpec leverages
a 2-phase SB release mechanism; CoSpec first drains the committed
stores from the SB to a proxy buffer in NVM, and then copies the
drained results from the buffer to the primary main memory area in
NVM. With the help of the 2-phase SB release, either the buffer or
the main memory can always remain intact no matter when power is
cut off. This will be discussed in Section for more details 3.3.1.
3.2 CoSpec Compiler
To partition the program into such regions, CoSpec compiler first
counts the number of stores while traversing the control flow graph
(CFG) of the program. When the number of stores hits a thresh-
old, i.e., a half the SB size, CoSpec compiler cuts the current basic
block—where the last store is counted—by placing a region bound-
ary. Then, the compiler analyzes the live-out registers of the resulting
region and inserts a checkpoint instruction to save them into a des-
ignated register file (RF) checkpoint storage in NVM. In particular,
a PC register is saved at the end of each region—which serves as a
recovery point in the wake of power failure—so that the forthcoming
power failure will be recovered by restarting the next region.
Note that all inserted checkpoint instructions are normal store
instructions. Thus, according to CoSpec’s power failure speculation,
they are first committed to the SB and then drained to NVM pro-
vided the speculation turns out to be successful. Indeed, the region
formation is a tricky problem due to the circular dependence during
the partitioning process. That is, the live-out register checkpointing
essentially adds store instructions to a region, and of course the
number of (added) stores determines the region boundary, which
in turn affects the live-out registers provided the region boundary
changes.
3.2.1 Region Formation. To conduct the region formation, we lever-
age the algorithm used in our own prior work [43]. In the following,
we describe the high-level idea; for more details, readers are referred
to the work [43].
CoSpec first partitions an input program into common program
structures such as calls and loops. For this purpose, CoSpec places a
region boundary at all the entry and exit points of functions. Like-
wise, a boundary is placed at the beginning of each loop header.
Next, CoSpec identifies the basic block that has region boundaries
in the middle of it, and splits it into separate basic blocks. This
allows the region boundaries to always start at the beginning of basic
blocks, which helps the next step to compute the initial checkpoint
instructions. After finishing the initial region formation, CoSpec
analyzes the regions to place live-out register checkpoints (i.e., store
instructions).
Then, CoSpec compiler traverses the CFG in a topological order
trying to combine those initial regions into larger regions as much
as possible. The region combining can eliminate many checkpoints
because the live-out registers of preceding region(s) are often no
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longer live after being combined with following regions. During
the traversal of each control flow path, CoSpec updates the sum of
current and incoming basic blocks’ stores from the beginning of the
latest region boundary along the path. If the sum becomes greater
than a half of SB size (threshold) before the next region boundary
is reached, CoSpec places a boundary to cut the region. After that,
CoSpec compiler analyzes the re-partitioned regions again to insert
live-out checkpoints and possibly repeats the re-partitioning process
as long as there is a region that has more stores than the threshold.
In this way, it is guaranteed that the each partitioned region has at
most as many stores as a half of the SB size, i.e., the threshold. It
would be a mistake to take this to mean that all regions have exactly
the threshold number of stores; rather many regions could have less
stores than the threshold due to the re-partitioning process.
I/O Operations. To the best of our knowledge, to support non-
recoverable operation such as I/O operation has remained as the
open problem. That being said, since CoSpec compiler places a
region boundary at function calls, the function that implements
I/O operations is treated as a separate region—though it cannot be
recovered due to the I/O operation. We believe that CoSpec can
deal with I/O operations by simply checkpointing necessary status—
just before each I/O operation starts—so that the interrupted I/O
operation can be restarted in the wake of power failure.
3.3 Architecture/Compiler Co-design
3.3.1 2-Phase Store Buffer Release Protocol. To achieve failure-
atomic store buffer (SB) release, which is required for safe power
failure recovery without memory inconsistency, CoSpec drains SB
to NVM using a 2-phase mechanism. When each region is ended, i.e.,
program control reaches the end of each region boundary, CoSpec
first drains the committed stores to a proxy buffer allocated in NVM
and in turn moves the drained data from the buffer to the primary
main memory in NVM. Figure 1 describes how the 2-phase SB
release protocol works for (a) a normal case (region based) and (b)
an exceptional (watchdog timer based) case. First, in the normal
checkpoint case, the system (❶) triggers the SB release when each
region boundary is reached during the program execution. Then,
CoSpec (❷) drains one part of SB—which corresponds to the region
being finished—to the proxy buffer in NVM. As soon as the draining
is completed, CoSpec (❸) copies all the buffered data to primary
main memory locations.
Second, CoSpec also supports an exceptional (watchdog timer
based) case. In particular, if a compiler-partitioned region is exces-
sively long, the system might be unable to make forward execution
progress because of re-executing the interrupted region again and
again across power outages; this paper calls this live lock like sit-
uation stagnation. To avoid the stagnation, CoSpec dynamically
checkpoints registers to SB at the expiration of a watchdog timer—
which can be adjusted at run time taking into account the dynamic
power failure behaviors as will be shown in Section 4.2. Figure 1(b)
shows how the dynamic checkpointing works with the 2-phase SB
release. When the watchdog timer (❶) expires, CoSpec (❷) imme-
diately checkpoints (stores) all registers and commits them to the
idle part of SB–not used by the current region. CoSpec (❸) then
drains full SB to the proxy buffer in NVM. When two parts of SB are
completely drained, CoSpec (❹) makes the buffered data moved to
the primary NVM locations in the same way as a normal case; note
that, the watchdog timer is disabled during the 2-phase SB release
process.
The 2-phase SB release mechanism protects both proxy buffer
and the primary data in NVM—by managing a check bit for each—
against the partial SB draining that may fail to recover from power
failure. The first bit isDrain is devised for ‘Phase 1’ release, and it
is set when the part of SB, which corresponds to the region being
ended, is completely drained into the proxy buffer in NVM; in the
exceptional case shown in Figure 1(b), the bit is set when both parts
of SB are drained completely. The second bit isComplete—devised
for ‘Phase 2’ release—is set when all the data in the proxy buffer
are completely moved to primary main memory locations in NVM.
These two check bits help CoSpec to restore correct data in the wake
of power failure, and the next section discusses more details about
the recovery protocol.
3.3.2 Recovery Protocol. CoSpec provides a safe recovery protocol
to address potential memory inconsistency problem across power
failures. There are three possible cases of power failure that differ in
terms of their failure point in the timeline. First, a power failure can
occur during SB draining (Phase 1 release), i.e., isDrain bit is not set.
In this case, CoSpec simply ignores the SB data drained to the proxy
buffer in NVM; the SB contents all disappear due to the volatility of
the SB. To resume the interrupted region in the wake of the power
failure, CoSpec first restores the saved register values including the
recovery PC from the RF checkpoint storage in NVM and jumps to
the PC. Note that it points to the beginning of the interrupted region
at the moment. Although at the end of the region, a compiler-inserted
checkpoint successfully saved a new recovery PC that points to the
beginning of the next region, it was not written to neither the proxy
buffer nor the RF checkpoint storage in NVM because of the power
failure occurred during the ’Phase 1’ release.
Second, a power failure can occur during the copy from the proxy
buffer to the primary main memory in NVM (Phase 2 release). In
this case, since the isDrain bit has been set, i.e., the recovery PC
checkpoint at the end of the current region was successfully written
to the proxy buffer, CoSpec does not rollback to the beginning of
the current region. Instead, CoSpec does redo the Phase 2 release,
i.e., moving the proxy data to the primary main memory in NVM.
Then, as usual, CoSpec restores the saved register values including
the recovery PC from the RF checkpoint storage in NVM and jumps
to the PC for recovery.
Third, a power failure can occur outside of the 2-phase release,
i.e., in the middle of a region, CoSpec recognizes such a case by
checking the both bits, i.e., isDrain and isComplete are set. Here,
the recovery process is simpler compared to the above two cases.
CoSpec just restores the saved register values including the recovery
PC from the RF checkpoint storage in NVM and jumps to the PC that
should point to the beginning of the region interrupted by the power
failure. The takeaway is that according to the status of the two check
bits, CoSpec takes appropriate actions for correct recovery, thereby
ensuring truly-recoverable intermittent computation no matter when
power is lost and how often it occurs 4.
4The recovery protocol can be further optimized by using only one bit. For safe recovery,
the check bit is set to 1 when the ‘Phase 1 release’ is finished, and it is reset to 0 when
the ‘Phase 2 release’ is finished. This implies that the bit is always zero when a new
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Figure 1: CoSpec’s checkpoint protocol for a normal case (a) and an exceptional case such as stagnation (b)
4 OPTIMIZATION
To avoid potential memory inconsistency, the 2-phase SB release
mechanism requires double persistent writes for all stores. Unfor-
tunately, this incurs significant performance overhead consuming
hard-won energy—for such expensive NVM writes—that would oth-
erwise could be used for making further forward execution progress.
To address the overhead problem, CoSpec optimizes the 2-phase
SB release by enabling instruction level parallelism (ILP). That is,
CoSpec does not wait until its 2-level SB release is finished; rather
it speculatively executes the next region’s instructions while the
SB release is pending. This section describes the implementation
details of such an optimization: (1) how to reliably enable the ILP
execution on an in-order processor without memory inconsistency
and (2) how to adapt the ILP for the intermittent computation where
the frequency of power outages varies.
4.1 Instruction Level Parallelism
4.1.1 Enabling ILP execution. CoSpec enables instruction level par-
allelism to hide long NVM write latency by overlapping them with
the next code region execution 5. Figure 2 shows how the instruction
level parallelism (ILP) works when two consecutive regions (i.e., Re-
gion#0 and Region#1) are executed. Figure 2(a) describes a non-ILP
case; when SB starts its draining to NVM using the 2-phase release
mechanism, the system needs to wait until the both phases finish to
ensure the SB data is safely written to the primary memory. Since
partial SB release can cause memory inconsistency, the power failure
recovery might fail. Figure 2(b) shows how CoSpec hides such a
long latency of NVM writes. By overlapping the NVM writes during
entire 2-phase SB release with the speculative execution of the next
code region, CoSpec is able to execute more instructions within a
given time; as shown in Figure 2(b), the ILP approaches executes 13
more instructions than the non-ILP approach that encounters stalls
at the instruction #6 due to the 2-phase SB release.
Note that once the speculative execution of Region#1 is com-
pleted, CoSpec should wait until the SB release of the Region#0 is
finished rather than executing the next region (Region#2 not shown
region starts. In the wake of power failure, if the bit is 0, CoSpec simply restarts the
interrupted region by restoring registers and jumping to the recovery PC; otherwise,
CoSpec first redoes the ’Phase 2 release’ and then restarts the region as usual.
5 Similarly, TSO_ATOMICTY [72] leverages the overlapped region execution for
atomic-region based dynamic optimizations. However, that is devised for multi-core
out-of-order processors to achieve more thread interleaving. Also the store queue design
and the region formation algorithm are different from those of CoSpec.
in the figure). This is necessary for achieving correct crash consis-
tency. The next section shows how CoSpec solve this problem.
4.1.2 Achieving ILP without Breaking Correctness. There are a few
challenges CoSpec must overcome to achieve the ILP optimization
for correct recovery. First, CoSpec should avoid inserting a store to
the SB during its draining; otherwise, it may incur the data hazard or
race condition on the store buffer. To address this challenge, CoSpec
lets each code region alternatively use a different part of SB. Recall
that CoSpec splits the SB to two parts for exclusive use of any two
neighboring code regions. For example, if a current region inserts its
stores to one part of SB, then the next region inserts its stores to the
other part of SB. That is, any two consecutive regions exclusively
use a different part of SB all the time. However, it is still possible to
insert a store to the same part of SB. For example, if the speculative
region execution finishes too fast even before the 2-phase SB release
of the previous region is completed, then executing the following
region may overwrite data in the part of SB which is pending (being
drained) for its 2-phase release. To avoid this problem, CoSpec
conservatively waits at the end of the speculative region while the
previous region’s SB release is pending.
Second, load instructions should read the up-to-date data for
correct execution. Suppose that a current load instruction needs to
read data, but the required data is placed in the part of SB which is
being drained. In this case, the load instruction should be stalled for
correctness purpose. To avoid such a delay, both parts of SB must
be available for correct execution. With that in mind, CoSpec does
not invalidate the SB entries being drained until the program control
reaches the end of the speculative region, i.e., the one following the
prior region whose 2-phase SB release is pending. That way, the
load of the speculative region can read any written data of the prior
region from its part of the SB—which is being drained—without
any stall. Of course, when the load in a region is to read the data
written by the same region, its load can be served as usual using the
conventional store-to-load forwarding through its own SB.
Discussion. One might argue that adding a SB in a simple in-
order pipeline could reduce the core clock frequency as with modern
processors where their SB must provide a dependent load with data
within L1 hit time to avoid complicating their scheduling logic. How-
ever, we believe that CoSpec is free from this concern thanks to its
architecture characteristics. Apart from the use of in-order pipeline
and low clock frequency (∼25MHz) in energy harvesting systems,
CoSpec does not have a cache (Section 2.1). The implication is
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Figure 2: Performance benefit thanks to ILP. DMA is not enabled here, though it can accelerate the 2nd phase of the SB release.
that the SB search has only to finish within NVM (i.e., FRAM)
access time. Note that this is always doable because each SB en-
try access is orders-of-magnitude faster than FRAM access latency.
Consequently, CoSpec causes neither clock frequency reduction nor
scheduling logic complication 6. In addition, CoSpec can bypass SB
searches for the majority of following loads; Section 4.3 details the
SB bypassing and necessary compiler analysis.
4.2 Stagnation-Free Intermittent Computation
CoSpec should address the stagnation problem (Section 3.3.1),
which would otherwise waste the harvesting energy in vain without
making forward execution progress. To ensure the forward progress
in the presence of frequent power outages, CoSpec proposes adap-
tive execution techniques [12, 30, 36] that take into account dynamic
power failure behaviors.
The use of ILP optimization and the region-level speculation
window may increase power consumption compared to non-modified
design, possibly causing more power failures during intermittent
computation. In light of this, CoSpec adaptively turns on/off the ILP
and adjusts the speculation window according to the power failure
patterns in a reactive manner.
When the system suffers from power failures, CoSpec first turns
off the ILP execution. Then, if the power failure happens in the same
region more than twice, which might be a sign of stagnation, CoSpec
turns on the watchdog timer checkpoint. Once the timer is expired,
CoSpec checkpoints registers to the store buffer (SB) and performs
the 2-phase SB release as shown in Figure 1(b). Since the timer is set
for it to be expired in the middle of the stagnating region, CoSpec
can resume from the timer expiration point in the wake of power
failure—rather than jumping back to the beginning of such a long
region. If the region still encounter another power failure, CoSpec
decreases the watchdog timer to a half of the previous value. This
in effect doubles the frequency of the register checkpointing (and
the 2-phase SB release) and can be repeated to get out of any long
stagnating region across power outages.
On the other hand, if the system continues to make progress
without a power outage in which case CoSpec assumes the system
is under a good energy harvesting condition, then it enables ILP and
disables the watchdog timer approach. With this simple adaptive
6Technically, accessing 40 SB entries takes less than 1 cycle [19, 20]
execution heuristic, CoSpec can address the stagnation problem
and improve the performance by spending more harvested energy
for forward execution progress rather than wasting it for the re-
executions of stagnating regions.
4.3 Energy-Efficient Store Buffer Search
In case of store-to-load forwarding, every load should consult the
store buffer (SB). However, this involves expensive CAM (content
addressable memory) based associative search in the SB. To address
this issue, CoSpec (1) bypasses unnecessary SB searches and (2)
designs a cost effective SB search logic.
First, CoSpec compiler statically checks if each load can be may-
or must-aliased to stores in the current and previous regions by
leveraging alias analysis [6, 33, 68, 70]. When no alias is found,
CoSpec compiler marks the load instruction so that it can bypass the
SB. During the program execution, if the processor detects such a
special load instruction, it avoids the SB search and directly accesses
to primary main memory.
To see the impact of this compiler-directed SB bypass scheme,
we conducted measured how many load instructions could avoid SB
searches at both compile time and run time. The experimental result
demonstrates that a significant number of loads is able to bypass the
SB search. As shown in Figure 3, at compile time, more than 80%
of total load instructions can be marked to bypass the SB search
on average by using both basic alias analysis (BasicAA) [33] and
advanced alias analysis called SVF (static value-flow analysis [68] 7).
At run time, 98∼99% of dynamic loads turn out to be from the SB
search. That is mainly because many non-aliased loads are found in
hot loops whereas aliased loads are not.
In particular, the promising results of high SB bypass rates mo-
tivate the different design of the SB search mechanism. In other
words, CoSpec can afford a sequential search logic rather than the
expensive CAM-based associative search. This gives a freedom to
use the SB for energy harvesting system without worrying about the
high power consumption required for the CAM search.
7CoSpec compiler could run SVF—which is field- and flow-sensitive—successfully on
top of program’s region-based control flow sub-graph; while such an advanced analysis
is very expensive for whole program analysis, our region-based (per-region) analysis
makes it possible to run the SVF for all the benchmarks we tested.
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Figure 3: Store buffer bypass rates at compile time and run
time. Both BasicAA and SVF are static alias analysis.
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Figure 4: Energy consumption breakdown of different SB
search schemes. For each SB configuration on x-axis, the
first and second bars represent conventional CAM search and
CoSpec’s sequential search, respectively.
To this end, we estimated the energy consumption and perfor-
mance of both conventional CAM-based associative search and
sequential search by using CACTI [64] with 90nm technology [26]
in the same way as prior work [20]. While the conventional associa-
tive SB search is comprised of three components, i.e., CAM, select
logic, and RAM (buffer), CoSpec can remove the CAM part thanks
to the sequential search. Figure 4 describes the energy consumption
breakdowns of the CAM-based associative search and the sequential
search. When the SB is 40, the energy consumption of the associative
SB search is about 2X greater than the sequential search.
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Figure 5: Normalized energy/latency overheads of the sequen-
tial SB search compared to the CAM based associative search
We also analyzed the latency overhead of CoSpec’s sequential
search compared to the CAM search. Figure 5 shows both the nor-
malized access latency and the energy consumption overhead. The
latency overhead is about 1.5∼1.8X when the store buffer size is
20∼40, while the energy consumption reduction is 40∼70%. Sec-
tion 5 evaluates the impact of the both SB search schemes for various
benchmark applications.
4.4 Direct Memory Access (DMA)
Although ILP execution can hide the long latency of the 2-phase SB
release, it does not reduce the latency. To accelerate the SB release,
CoSpec can opt for DMA processing available in commodity energy
harvesting microcontrollers (MCUs), e.g., MSP430 series. In fact,
the DMA engine of MSP430 MCUs [2] can speed up NVM data
transfer, i.e., memory-to-memory copy, by ≈4X faster then normal
read-write based copy [1]. In light of this, CoSpec can use the DMA
to accelerate the second phase (i.e., Phase 2 data copy shown in
Figure 1) of the 2-phase SB release.
However, care must be taken to perform the DMA processing
because every data in the proxy NVM buffer needs to be copied to the
corresponding primary main memory locations in a precise manner.
Currently, CoSpec uses a single DMA channel multiple times in
a row. That is, the number of DMA operations is the same as the
number of the proxy buffer entries to be copied. Although a series
of DMA copies seem to be not optimized, the DMA processing is
still helpful thanks to its 4X faster NVM copy. It is important to note
that due to the DMA processing can improve the ILP efficiency as
will be shown in Section 5.2.1. That is because the prevention of the
SB race condition lets the ILP mechanism conservatively wait at the
end of the speculative region for the previous region to complete its
2-phase release (See Section 4.1.2).
5 EVALUATION
We implemented CoSpec compiler techniques described in Sec-
tion 3.2 using the LLVM compiler infrastructure [33]. All the exper-
iments were performed on the gem5 simulator [10] with ARM ISA,
modeling a single core 3-stage in-order pipeline as in NVP simula-
tor [19]. We compared CoSpec to nonvolatile processor (NVP) [67],
i.e., the state-of-the-art NVFF based checkpoint scheme, using the
mixture of Mediabench and MiBench applications [21, 34, 44]. They
were all compiled with standard -O3 optimization. As a default con-
figuration, CoSpec uses the SB size of 40 entries with the sequential
search logic (Section 4.3) 8. Table 1 describes the hardware specifi-
cations of the baseline NVP and CoSpec.
NVP CoSpec
Capacitor 100nF 100nF/No
Computing Power 100uW/MHz 100uW/MHz
Voltage Monitor(VM) 18uA No
Store Buffer No Yes (Section 4.3)
DMA No Optional
Von/Voff 3.3/2.8 1.8/1.8
Ckpt/Restore V 3.1/2.9 No/1.8
Write/Read (latency)9 120ns/20ns 120ns/20ns
Write/Read (power) 2mW 2mW
Sleep/Wakeup T 46/14us 212/310us[73]
Recovery Point VM hit Boundary
ILP No Yes
Table 1: Simulation configuration
8Since the target microcontroller [4] has 16 registers, the SB size must be at least two
times bigger than the register file size (16) to safely enable the watchdog timer based
checkpoint scheme shown in Figure 1(b).
9We configured the NVM write/read latency based on the commodity design [4] and
the state-of-the-art works [19, 78]
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To evaluate CoSpec for harsh environment with frequent power
outages, we used two power traces of the NVP simulator which were
collected from real RF energy-harvesting systems [19]. Figure 6
describes the shape of the two power traces: (a) home and (b) office.
In the following, we provide the detailed analyses of CoSpec on (1)
hardware cost, (2) execution time with and without power failure,
and (3) energy consumption breakdown.
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Figure 6: Energy harvesting voltage traces. Trace#1 and#2 in-
cur ≈20 and ≈400 power outages in every 30 seconds, respec-
tively.
5.1 Hardware Cost Analysis
Schemes NVP [67] Clank [23] TCCP [39] CoSpec
Core Type InO InO OoO InO
Buffers No 4 buffers SB SB
DMA No No No Optional
ISA Change No Yes Yes Optional
Double Backup No Yes No Yes
Counter(s) No No Yes (2) No
NV Scratchpad No Yes No No
NVFF Yes No Yes (+NVSB) No
Extra Energy Buffer Yes No Yes No
Voltage Monitor Yes No Yes No
Total Cost High High High Low
Table 2: Hardware cost comparison: In the first column, the en-
tries in bold are non-commodity hardware components, i.e., the
bold marks represent expensive hardware modifications. Oth-
ers have already been adopted to commodity hardware designs.
This section analyzes the hardware cost of prior works [23, 39, 67]
and highlights the low cost of CoSpec. Table 2 provides the major
hardware cost comparison. First, NVP [67] requires the voltage mon-
itor, NVFF, and extra energy buffer. The voltage monitor consumes
a significant amount of energy and occupies a nontrivial portion of
die size [23]10. Also, integrating the NVFF (nonvolatile flip-flops),
that must be laid out in close proximity to the volatile flip-flops, in
the core microarchitecture is complex and expensive due to the man-
ufacturing cost. Overall, the hardware cost of NVP is high. Second,
Clank [23] introduces new hardware components such as nonvolatile
scratchpad and idempotence violation (i.e., antidependence) detector
with several memory buffers. Since the dependence tracking has
to monitor every single load/store and sweep the buffers for CAM
based associative searches, it is fair to say that the total cost of Clank
10 The die area occupied by the commodity voltage monitor is about 0.3mm2 [67].
is high. Third, TCCP [39], a variant of NVP, builds up an out-of-
order processor. As with NVP, TCCP requires the voltage monitor,
extra energy buffer, and NVFF. In addition, TCCP introduces a non-
volatile store buffer (NVSB) as well as two threshold counters and
their controller logic for varying the checkpoint interval. Given all
this, TCCP is another high cost approach.
Finally, CoSpec re-purposes the existing SB and introduces its
2-phase release logic. Other than that, CoSpec does not modify
core microarchitecture unlike above prior works. Although CoSpec
currently assumes a special load instruction for bypassing the SB,
this can be done without ISA change. The idea is to (1) set the
least significant bit of the aliased load address operand—which
must be zero due to the word granularity—and (2) let the pipeline
architecture check the bit to reset it and enable the SB bypassing.
Although the bit setting instruction must be inserted at compile time,
the overhead will not be significant thanks to the small portion of
aliased loads as shown in Figure 3. Although CoSpec can opt for a
DMA engine, it has already been adopted by commodity in-order
processors such as MSP430 series MCUs. Overall, the hardware
cost of CoSpec is significantly lower than that of the prior works.
5.2 Execution Time Analysis with No Outage
To analyze the execution time of CoSpec, we first set the baseline to
the state-of-the-art NVP [67] with uninstrumented binaries. We mea-
sured the execution time of CoSpec for 24 benchmark applications
with 6 configurations.
First, we analyzed the performance impact of the alias analysis
based SB bypass by turning it off (NoAA) and on (AA). As shown
in Figure 7, without the SB bypass (NoAA), i.e., the first bar in the
figure, CoSpec incurs about 24% execution time overhead due to
the region-based power failure speculation overheads such as the
2-phase SB release and the inserted register checkpoints. When the
SB bypass is enabled (AA), i.e., the second bar in the figure, the
resulting execution time reduction is only marginal. This implies that
the SB search is not the main source of the execution time overhead.
Second, we also analyzed the impact of DMA and ILP on the
execution time of applications. Recall that DMA is used for fast
memory-to-memory copy, and therefore it can only speed up the
second phase of the SB release. When both SB bypass and DMA
are enabled (AA+DMA), i.e., the third bar in Figure 7, CoSpec
causes about 10% execution time overhead; as with MSP430 mi-
crocontrollers, we set the DMA speed to 4X faster then normal
memory copy as default. When both SB bypass and ILP are enabled
(AA+ILP), i.e., the fourth bar in the figure, the resulting execution
time overhead is only 4∼5% though DMA is not enabled. This
confirms that ILP is the main reason for CoSpec’s high performance.
Finally, we enabled all the optimizations to see the performance
bound of CoSpec. When the best configuration is set (AA+ILP+DMA),
i.e., the sixth bar in the figure, CoSpec rather outperforms the state-
of-the-art NVP by 11% on average. As the next section shows, the
use of DMA is able to improve the ILP efficiency. In this way,
CoSpec can effectively hide the long latency of NVM writes in-
volved in the 2-phase SB release.
Interestingly, Figure 7 shows that CAM search does not make
a huge impact on the execution time on average. When the CAM
search is enabled with both SB bypass and ILP (AA+ILP+CAM), i.e.,
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Figure 9: ILP Efficiency comparison varying DMA speed. DMA(4X) is the default configuration for all other experiments
the fifth bar in the figure, there is only marginal difference compared
to the sequential search with SB bypass and ILP (AA+ILP). That is
because 1∼2% of total loads access to the store buffer—as shown in
Figure 3—thanks to the precise alias analysis of CoSpec’s compiler.
That is, only a few loads could get the CAM search benefit. Note
that all the other bars except for AA+ILP+CAM in Figure 7 use the
sequential SB search logic.
5.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis. We explored the performance impact of
the DMA and NVM technology with the highly optimized CoSpec
(AA+ILP+DMA). First, we varied the DMA speed of data transfer
in NVM, i.e., 2X, 3X, and 5X faster than a normal NVM copy—and
then measured the resulting execution times of NVP and CoSpec for
the same set of benchmark applications.
Figure 8 shows the normalized execution time of CoSpec com-
pared to NVP which is the same baseline used in the prior experi-
ment. To a large extent, CoSpec becomes faster as the DMA speed
is increased. When the DMA speed is 5X, CoSpec can achieve ∼6%
speedup than the default speed of 4X.
To further analyze the correlation between the DMA speed and
ILP execution, we measured the ILP efficiency varying the DMA
speed. The ILP efficiency is defined as how much the time taken
for the 2-phase SB release of a code region is overlapped with the
execution time of the next region. For example, if the SB release
time is completely overlapped with the next region execution, the
ILP efficiency is 100%. Note that the perfect efficiency is achieved
when the region execution time is greater than or equal to the SB
release time; either way, the SB release time is fully hidden, the ILP
efficiency is 100%. On the other hand, if the next region finishes
while the SB release is still pending, the ILP efficiency is decreased.
That is because CoSpec must wait—at the end of the next region—
for the SB release to finish. As shown in Figure 9, 70∼82% of the
2-phase SB release can be overlapped with the next region execution
when the DMA speed is 2X∼5X.
Memory FRAM [2] NVsim [18] PCM [24, 57] Re-RAM [78]
Ratio 1:1 2:1 3:1 6:1
Table 3: Write-to-read ratios of different NVM technologies.
Second, we varied the NVM write/read latency ratio, i.e., 1:1,
2:1, and 3:1, assuming different NVM technologies[18, 24, 57, 78]
shown in Table 3. Figure 10 shows the normalized execution times
of CoSpec compared to the same baseline NVP again. On average,
Compiler Directed Speculative Intermittent Computation The original article [13] was presented in MICROâĂŹ19, Columbus, Ohio, USA
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Figure 10: Normalized execution time of CoSpec compared to NVP [67] varying the write-to-read ratio of NVM. The ratio, 6:1, is the
default configuration for all other experiments.
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Figure 11: Completion time comparison. The 1st/2nd bars of each application represent the times of NVP and CoSpec, respectively.
CoSpec outperforms the NVP by about 13∼16% when the NVM
write/read ratio becomes 3∼1:1.
5.3 Execution Time Analysis with Outages
To test the ability to make forward execution progress in the pres-
ence of a myriad of power outages, we measured the completion
time of benchmark applications using two voltage traces shown in
Figure 6; they are collected from a real RF-based energy harvesting
system when it is deployed in home (a) and office (a). Figure 11
shows the completion time of the baseline NVP (the first bar) and
CoSpec (the second bar) with breaking down the time to 2 parts,
i.e., power-off-time and power-on-time. As shown in the figure, the
system off-time dominates the completion time of both NVP and
CoSpec. However, NVP is designed to wake up at 1.5∼3X higher
voltage level than the minimum supply voltage of MCUs, due to
voltage monitor issues (see Section 2.2.2). This implies that NVP
should stay in a sleep mode for a substantial amount of time with-
out making forward progress. Unlike the NVP, CoSpec can start to
operate once the minimum supply voltage is secured, thus achiev-
ing further forward progress. Figure 11 (a) and (b) highlights that
CoSpec outperforms the NVP by 3.0X and 1.8X in the trace#1 (a)
and trace#2 (a), respectively.
Interestingly, the NVP makes further forward execution progress
in trace#1 than trace#2. As shown in Figure 11 (b), NVP’s comple-
tion time using trace#1 is only 60% of that of using trace#1. Given
that trace#2 has relatively less power outages than trace#1, NVP
tends to prefer more reliable voltage trace. With that in mind, we ex-
pect that CoSpec can outperform the NVP more significantly when
the energy source is more unreliable.
5.4 Energy Breakdown with Outages
Finally, we analyzed the average energy consumption breakdown
across power outages 11. The total energy consumption can be di-
vided into two parts: one under ILP execution and the other un-
der non-ILP execution. The ILP part is further broken down to
successful- and mis-speculation, each of which is comprised of 3
parts: the Phase1/Phase2 of the SB release and the computation. On
the other hand, the non-ILP part is two-fold: NoILP and re-execution.
NoILP is simply the energy consumption of CoSpec when it exe-
cutes without ILP excluding that of re-executing any interrupted
regions.
Figure 12 indicates that the overhead of CoSpec mostly comes
from the re-execution cost—i.e., Re-exec in the figure. Although
CoSpec enables the ILP and the watchdog-timer-based checkpoint
in an adaptive manner according to a dynamic power failure pattern,
the adaptation may not help for the first time to make progress (see
Section 4.2). For example, to avoid stagnation, CoSpec might need
to perform multiple times of the adaptation in a reactive manner
(involving the sequence of ILP off -> watchdog timer on -> timer
halving). Thus, the re-execution consumes the harvested energy
without making actual progress until CoSpec finally gets out of
the stagnating region after the multiple adaptations. As shown in
Figure 12, the re-execution consumes 40% of the total energy on
average.
On average, CoSpec consumes about 40% of its total harvested
energy for ILP executions while it does the rest of the energy for non-
ILP executions. NoILP consumes 20% of total energy on average
due to the adaptation of CoSpec which throttles down its execution
11CoSpec shows similar energy consumption trends in both power traces. On average,
the total energy consumption of CoSpec in the presence of power failures using two
traces is 2∼3X less than the NVP’s.
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Figure 12: Energy consumption breakdown of CoSpec
to escape (potentially) stagnating regions. In particular, extra NVM
writes (i.e., the Phase2 of the SB release during successful- and mis-
speculation) account for 18% of the total energy consumption on
average. Also, it turns out that the wasted energy of mis-speculated
execution (i.e., computation during mis-speculation) is negligible
thanks to CoSpec’s adaptive execution.
6 OTHER RELATED WORK
The problem of ensuring data consistency and improving the for-
ward progress of an intermittently powered system is at the heart
of energy harvesting computing. A variety of different techniques
have been proposed, but they end up introducing non-traditional
microarchitecture modifications or incurring significant performance
overheads. In contrast, CoSpec can achieve high performance spec-
ulative intermittent computation for commodity energy-harvesting
microcontrollers without expensive modifications.
Ma et al propose so-called incidental computing [49]. This scheme
attempts to trade off the output quality of a program to improve for-
ward execution progress. The key observation is that input data for
many signal/image processing applications are mostly free from data
dependencies, and the applications often contain memory indepen-
dent loop iterations that could be skipped over in their entirety. With
that in mind, the scheme ignores some computations interrupted
due to power failure. When power comes back, it starts to process
the most recent data, producing an earlier output at the expense of
the quality degradation. Unfortunately, the scheme requires user-
intervention, e.g., programmers must mark the skip points, recovery
points, and so on. Unlike the scheme, CoSpec does not require user
intervention at all but can still achieve the same goal, i.e., improving
forward progress, without compromising the output quality.
Ma et al also suggest a hybrid processor equipped with both in-
order and out-of-order pipelines to adapt the processor execution to
underlying energy harvesting condition [50]. This scheme chooses
one of the pipelines according to run-time power failure behaviors.
Unfortunately, the scheme does not only require expensive hardware
modifications due to the hybrid processor design but also cause
additional switching delay and energy consumption when it turns
on/off the hardware resources. In contrast, CoSpec builds on top of
the current commodity in-order microarchitecture without expensive
hardware modifications. Nevertheless, CoSpec can achieve further
forward execution progress with the help of speculative intermittent
computation.
Colins et al propose a reconfigurable energy buffer with multiple
capacitor banks for energy efficiency [15]. Since each application
may require a different amount of energy, the authors attempt to
reconfigure the energy capacity to match the application’s demand by
switching on/off some part of the banks. However, the energy buffer
can suffer from unstable discharge due to in-field aging problems
or environmental changes. Thus, the scheme may be unreliable
especially when energy harvesting systems are deployed in harsh
environment. While the capacitor reconfiguration techniques are
orthogonal to those of CoSpec, it can achieve a truly reliable crash
consistency without the custom capacitor logic and the additional
hardware support.
Ruppel et al devise an event-driven transactional concurrency
control scheme. To provide a transaction, that can include a set of
tasks, with failure-atomicity, the authors leverage interrupt service
routines [62]. For this purpose, program tasks must be delineated in
the first place and encapsulated in a transaction and an asynchronous
event. Apart from this burden placed on programmers, the scheme
causes a significant performance overhead. In contrast, CoSpec is
an automated compiler/architecture co-design scheme that enables
high-performance intermittent computation.
7 SUMMARY
This paper presents CoSpec, an architecture/compiler co-designed
scheme, that can work for commodity in-order processors, to achieve
low-cost yet performant intermittent computation. CoSpec takes ad-
vantage of power failure speculation to enable crash consistency
without significant hardware and performance overheads. In par-
ticular, CoSpec realizes instruction level parallelism on top of the
in-order processor pipeline to hide the long latency of nonvolatile
memory writes, thereby improving the performance significantly.
Our experiments on a real energy harvesting trace with frequent
power outages demonstrate that CoSpec outperforms the state-of-the-
art nonvolatile processor across a variety of benchmark applications
by 3X on average.
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